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Spend the day with Doc McStuffins and all her toy friends! Let Doc's Toy-Sponder
transport you to the Toy Hospital in the magical town of McStuffinsville. Join Chilly and
Hallie in the hospital reception area, help Lambie cuddle newborn toys in the nursery,
and take care of toy pets with Stuffy in the pet vet center! This read and play storybook
is packed with tons of interactive fun including a story, foldout panels, pop-up scenes,
stickers, and press-out characters!
This collection examines LEGO from an array of critical and cultural studies approaches,
foregrounding the world-renowned brand's ideological power and influence. Given LEGO’s
status as the world’s largest toy manufacturer and a transnational multimedia conglomerate,
Cultural Studies of Lego: More Than Just Bricks considers LEGO media's cultural messages;
creativity with and within LEGO artifacts; and diversity within the franchise, including gender
and race representation. The chapters’ in-depth analyses of topics including LEGO films,
marketing tactics, play sets, novelizations, and fans offer compelling insights relevant to those
interested in the LEGO brand and broader trends in the children’s popular culture market
alike.
When Donny's new toy dog, Fetchin' Findo, stops working, Doc is called in to find out why.
Read along with Disney! Fetchin' Findo is Donny's new toy dog—and he looks and acts like a
real pet, too! He can even find a bone. But when Doc throw the bone for Findo, he brings back
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one of her toys instead. Doc suspects Findo needs a checkup, so she brings him to her clinic.
But Findo can only bark...he can't tell Doc how he's feeling, so Doc gets the McStuffins
Veterinary Clinic ready. Follow along with word-for-word narration as Doc helps Findo fetch
again!
Doc brings home her class pet, Coleslaw the hamster, for the weekend, and all of the toys are
excited for her arrival. After a fun-filled day of running and playing, Chilly notices that Coleslaw
isn't acting like her energetic self. Doc decides that this pet needs a vet-stat!

Read along with Disney! After Doc finds an adorable toy kitten at her school's
fundraiser, she brings her home to meet the toys. Lambie instantly falls in love
with the cute little kitty and wants to adopt her. But anytime Lambie or the toys
come close, the kitten runs away! Can Doc help? Join Doc in this Pet Vet-themed
storybook with word for word narration!
Doc McStuffins: Pet VetDisney Electronic Content
"Donny's got an awesome new toy. It's a puppy that looks and acts like a real dog. Findo even
fetches a bone, or does he? When Findo starts grabbing Doc's toys instead of his bone, she
can tell he needs a special kind of doctor. Doc McStuffins, pet vet, to the rescue!"--Page 4 of
cover.
After Doc finds an adorable toy kitten at her school's fundraiser, she brings her home to meet
the toys. Lambie instantly falls in love with the cute little kitty and wants to adopt her. But
anytime Lambie or the toys come close, the kitten runs away! Can Doc help? Join Doc in this
Pet Vet-themed storybook with stickers!
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